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Abstract
Given a group G denote with exppGq its exponent, which is the least common multiple
of the order of its elements. In this paper we solve the problem of finding the finite simple
groups having a proper subgroup with the same exponent. For each G with this property we
will give an explicit example of H ă G with exppGq “ exppHq.
1 Introduction
Given a group G, denote with pipGq the set of prime divisors of |G|, with ΓpGq its prime graph,
and with exppGq its exponent, i.e. the least common multiple of the orders of its elements.
In the recent years a series of problems have been investigated, related to the existence of a
suitable subgroupH ă G preserving some prescribed property of G. For example, Lucchini, Morigi,
and Shumyatsky [6] proved that if G is finite then it always contains a 2-generated subgroup H
with pipGq “ pipHq, and a 3-generated subgroup H with ΓpGq “ ΓpHq; Covato [3] extended these
results to profinite groups; Burness and Covato [1] showed which finite simple groups G contain a
proper subgroup H with ΓpGq “ ΓpHq.
The aim of this work is to find the finite simple groups which have a proper subgroup with the
same exponent, and we prove the following result:
Theorem. The finite simple groups which contain a proper subgroup with the same exponent are
the following:
(i) the alternating groups An with n ě 5, except when n “ 10, n “ pr with p odd prime, or
n “ pf ` 1 where pf is a Fermat prime;
(ii) the symplectic groups PSp4pqq, except when q “ 3k or q “ 2;
(iii) the symplectic groups PSp2mpqq with m and q even, except when m “ q “ 2;
(iv) the orthogonal groups PΩ2m`1pqq with m ě 4 even, except when pa “ 2m ´ 1 for some a,
where q “ pk;
(v) the orthogonal groups PΩ`
2mpqq with m ě 4 even;
(vi) the Mathieu groups M12, M24;
(vii) the Higman-Sims group HS.
The proof is based on [5], where Table 10.7 can be used to obtain Table 1 below, which contains
a list of all the possible pairs pG,Mq where M is a maximal subgroup of the finite simple group G
with pipMq “ pipGq. For each of these pairs pG,Mq we check whether exppMq “ exppGq, organizing
our discussion in the following way:
(i) in section 3 we solve the problem for the four infinite families of classical groups of Lie type
(a)-(d). Notice that this requires the study of the Sylow p-subgroups of the groups involved,
which are discussed in section 2, in order to compare the exponents of G and M ;
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(ii) the alternating group (e) is studied in section 4;
(iii) in the other cases, the possibilities for M are explicitly listed, so it’s easy to make a direct
computation: they are studied in section 5.
G M Remarks
(a) PSp2mpqq M D Ω´2mpqq m, q even
(b) PΩ2m`1pqq M D Ω´2mpqq m even, q odd
(c) PΩ`
2mpqq M D Ω2m´1pqq m even
(d) PSp4pqq M D PSp2pq2q
(e) Ac Ak EM ď Sk ˆ Sc´k
A6 L2p5q
L6p2q P1, P5
U3p3q L2p7q
U3p5q A7
U4p2q 24 ¸A5, S6
U4p3q L3p4q, A7
U5p2q L2p11q
U6p2q M22
PSp4p7q A7
Sp6p2q S8
PΩ`
8
p2q P1, P3, P4, A9
G2p3q L2p13q
2
F4p2q1 L2p25q
M11 L2p11q
M12 M11, L2p11q
M24 M23
HS M22
McL M22
Co2 M23
Co3 M23
Table 1: The pairs pG,Mq with pipGq “ pipMq.
Notation. The notation is fairly standard, with the classical groups denoted in the following way:
Lnpqq “ PSLnpqq ď SLnpqq ď GLnpqq
PSp2npqq ď Sp2npqq
PΩηnpqq ď Ωηnpqq ď SOηnpqq ď GOηnpqq
where η “ ˘1 if n is even, and it’s omitted if n is odd. It may be omitted also when referring to
an unspecified orthogonal group.
Knpqq denotes the kernel of the spinor norm in GOnpqq, so that Knpqq X SOnpqq “ Ωnpqq.
Pi denotes a parabolic subgroup stabilizing a i-dimensional subspace.
A ≀tw B denotes a twisted wreath product as described in [10].
ordppqq denotes the multiplicative order, i.e. it’s the minimum e such that qe ” 1 mod p.
ab ‖ c means that ab | c but ab`1 ffl c.
2 The Sylow p-subgroups of the classical groups
The four infinite families to study involve the groups PSp2mpqq, PΩ2m`1pqq, PΩ`2mpqq, and Ω´2mpqq.
In order to evaluate their exponents, we study their Sylow p-subgroups to get the corresponding
power of p in the factorization of the exponent. In particular, the following hold:
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Proposition 2.1. Take G “ Sp2cpqq or GOdpqq, p odd with p ffl q, e “ ordppqq, and pr ‖ qe´ 1. A
Sylow p-subgroup of G is isomorphic to a Sylow p-subgroup of GLnpqq (if e is even) or Sp2npqq (if
e is odd) for some n. In particular:
expppGLnpqqq “ pr`v epv ď n ă epv`1, (1)
expppSp2npqqq “ pr`v 2epv ď 2n ă 2epv`1. (2)
Since p is odd, then expppPSp2cpqqq “ expppSp2cpqqq and expppPΩdpqqq “ expppGOdpqqq.
Proposition 2.2. Take q odd, s such that 2s`1 ‖ q2 ´ 1, and rt such that 2rt ď n ă 2rt`1, where
n “ 2m or n “ 2m` 1 is the degree of the group. Then:
exp2pPSp2mpqqq “
#
2s`rt´1 if m ‰ 2k
2s`rt´2 if m “ 2k (3)
exp2pΩ2m`1pqqq “ exp2pPΩ2m`1pqqq “
#
2s`rt´1 if m ‰ 2k
2s`rt´2 if m “ 2k (4)
exp2pΩη2mpqqq “ exp2pPΩη2mpqqq “
#
2s`rt´1 if m ‰ 2k
2s`rt´2 if m “ 2k pm ą 2q (5)
Proposition 2.3. Take p | q, and G a symplectic or orthogonal group over the field Fq. Then
expppGq “ min t pa | pa ą c´ 1 u , (6)
where c is 2m if G “ pPqSp2mpqq or pPqΩ2m`1pqq, and 2m´ 2 if G “ pPqΩ˘2mpqq.
These calculations follow from a series of results describing the Sylow p-subgroups of the classical
groups, proved in [2, 8, 9, 10], which we recall here.
2.1 Sylow p-subgroups in characteristic prime to p
The Sylow p-subgroups with q prime to p and p ‰ 2, are described in [9]. The construction holds
for Sp2mpqq and SOnpqq.
For the next results, take e “ ordppqq, and define r as qe ´ 1 “ prx, where pp, xq “ 1.
2.1.1 General Linear Group
We need some information concerning the Sylow p-subgroups of the general linear group, since they
are required in the description of the Sylow p-subgroups of the symplectic and orthogonal groups.
Consider GLnpqq. Suppose n “ c ` ea and a “ a0 ` a1p ` . . . ` avpv, where 0 ď c ă e and
0 ď ai ă p, and take G0 a Sylow p-subgroup of GLepqq, which is a cyclic group of order pr.
For example, fix a base of Fqe over Fq, and identify Aut FqFqe with GLepqq. The natural action
of Fˆqe on Fqe induces an embedding F
ˆ
qe ãÑ GLepqq, then take a maximal p-subgroup.
Define Gi`1 “ Gi ≀ Cp. Then a Sylow p-subgroup of GLnpqq is isomorphic to
śv
0
Gaii .
In particular, expppGLnpqqq “ exppGvq “ pr`v, where epv ď n ă epv`1.
2.1.2 Symplectic Group
Consider Sp2npqq. If e is even, a Sylow p-subgroup of Sp2npqq is already a Sylow p-subgroup of
GL2npqq. If e is odd, a similar construction gives that a Sylow p-subgroup is isomorphic to
śv
0
Gbii ,
where 2n “ d` 2be (0 ď d ă 2e), b “ b0 ` b1p` . . .` bvpv (0 ď bi ă p), G0 is a Sylow p-subgroup
of Sp2epqq, and Gi`1 “ Gi ≀ Cp.
G0 is again a cyclic group of order p
r: consider the subgroup R of Sp2epqq of all M “
ˆ
A 0
0 B
˙
where A and B belong to a Sylow p-subgroup of GLepqq. Being symplectic implies that AJB “ 1,
so that R is isomorphic to a Sylow p-subgroup of GLepqq.
In particular, expppSp2npqqq “ exppGvq “ pr`v, where epv ď 2n ă epv`1 if e is even and
2epv ď 2n ă 2epv`1 if e is odd.
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2.1.3 Orthogonal Group
In odd dimension, the construction is almost the same as for the symplectic group (notice that
Sp2mpqq and GO2m`1pqq have the same order), giving the same result in term of exponent evalua-
tion: expppSO2m`1pqqq “ pr`v, where epv ď 2m`1 ă epv`1 if e is even and 2epv ď 2m ă 2epv`1 if
e is odd. In even dimension, consider SOε2mpqq: a Sylow p-subgroup is already a Sylow p-subgroup
of SO2m`1pqq if p | qm ´ ε, and a Sylow p-subgroup of SO2m´1pqq otherwise.
2.2 Sylow 2-subgroups in odd characteristic
The construction of Sylow 2-subgroups is described in [2] and [10]. The idea is the same as before,
with proper adjustments.
2.2.1 Symplectic Group
Consider Sp2pqq first, and denote with W a Sylow 2-subgroup. Since |Sp2pqq| “ q
`
q2 ´ 1˘, |W | “
2s`1 where 2s`1 ‖ q2 ´ 1.
If q ” 1 mod 4, let ε be a primitive 2s-th root of unity in Fq. Then
W »
Bˆ
ε 0
0 ε´1
˙
,
ˆ
0 1
´1 0
˙F
.
If q ” 3 mod 4, let ε be a primitive 2s`1-th root of unity in Fq2 . Then
W »
Bˆ
0 1
1 ε` εq
˙2
,
ˆ
0 1
´1 0
˙F
.
By writing W » xX,Y y, it’s clear that exppW q “ exppXq “ 2s.
Theorem 2.4. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Sp2npqq, and write 2n “ 2r1 ` . . . ` 2rt, where
r1 ă . . . ă rt. Then S »Wr1 ˆ . . .ˆWrt , where Wr “W ≀ C2 ≀ . . . ≀ C2looooomooooon
r´1
.
In particular, exp2pSp2npqqq “ exppWrtq “ 2s`rt´1.
A Sylow 2-subgroup S1 of PSp2npqq is obtained by quotienting a Sylow 2-subgroup S of Sp2npqq
over S X Z where Z “ x´1ny is the centre of the group.
If S »Wr1ˆ . . .ˆWrt , then there exists an element of the form p12r1 , . . . , 12rt´1 , gq of maximum
order, whose powers meet the centre only in 1n.
If S » Wr , notice that an element x P Wr “ Wr´1 ≀ C2 with maximum order 2c is of
the form
`pg, hq, σ˘, where gh P Wr´1 has maximum order and C2 “ xσy, so that x2c´1 “`p´12r´1 ,´12r´1q, 1˘ “ ´12r .
Therefore,
exp2pPSp2npqqq “
#
2s`rt´1 if n ‰ 2k
2s`rt´2 if n “ 2k (7)
where 2s`1 ‖ q2 ´ 1, and 2rt ď 2n ă 2rt`1.
2.2.2 Orthogonal Group
Consider the groups SO2n`1pqq and GO˘2npqq first.
Since |GOε2pqq| “ 2pq´εq, again |W | “ 2s`1 where 2s`1 ‖ q2´1. W is dihedral so exppW q “ 2s,
in particular we may take W “ xu,wy, where:
• if q ” 1 mod 4, then the underlying form is of plus type and is represented by Qpx1, x2q “
2x1x2. Take ε a primitive 2
s-th root of unity in Fq and
u “
ˆ
ε 0
0 ε´1
˙
w “
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
;
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• if q ” 3 mod 4, then the underlying form is of minus type and is represented by Qpx1, x2q “
x21 ` x22. Take a, b P Fq such that a` b
?´1 is a primitive 2s-th root of unity in Fq2 and
u “
ˆ
a b
´b a
˙
w “
ˆ´1 0
0 1
˙
.
An order comparison shows that a Sylow 2-subgroup of SO3pqq may be obtained with the natural
embedding W ÞÑ
ˆ
detW 0
0 W
˙
. In general, the following holds:
Theorem 2.5. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of SO2n`1pqq and let 2n “ 2r1 ` . . . ` 2rt, with
r1 ă . . . ă rt. Then S » Wr1 ˆ . . . ˆ Wrt , where Wr “W ≀ C2 ≀ . . . ≀ C2looooomooooon
r´1
and W is a Sylow
2-subgroup of GOη
2
pqq with q ” η mod 4.
While in even dimension:
Theorem 2.6. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of GOη
2npqq.
(i) If qn ” η mod 4, then S is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of SO2n`1pqq.
(ii) If qn ” ´η mod 4, then S » C2 ˆ C2 ˆ S0, where S0 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of SO2n´1pqq.
The exponent of a Sylow 2-subgroup is the same in GO2npqq and SO2npqq. The argument is
similar to the one used to deduce (7): consider the previous construction W “ xu,wy and check
the determinant. If n “ 2k, a Sylow 2-subgroup of SO2pqq is obtained using W 1 “ xuy instead,
which has the order halved but the same exponent. If n ‰ 2k, consider a Sylow 2-subgroup
pC2ˆC2qˆWr1 ˆ . . .ˆWrt of GO2npqq, then an element of maximum order and determinant one
can be obtained by taking an element of Wrt with maximum order, and adjusting the determinant
by taking suitable elements of the other groups.
The comparison of the exponents of SOnpqq and Ωnpqq shares the same idea, i.e. if n ‰ 2k then
the exponent doesn’t change: S » pC2 ˆC2q ˆWr1 ˆ . . .ˆ . . .Wrt so take an element of Wrt with
maximum order, and adjust the spinor norm taking a proper element of the other groups.
It’s not immediately obvious what happens when n “ 2r though, i.e. if there exists an element
of maximum order and spinor norm 1. The result can be deduced anyway using theorems 7, 8, 10
in [10].
Theorem 2.7. If qn ” ´η mod 4, then a Sylow 2-subgroup of Ωη
2npqq “ PΩη2npqq is isomorphic to
a Sylow 2-subgroup of GOη
1
2n´2pqq, where qn´1 ” η1 mod 4.
Theorem 2.8. A Sylow 2-subgroup of Ω2n`1pqq “ PΩ2n`1pqq is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup
of Kη
2npqq, where qn ” η mod 4.
So the remaining cases are Kη
2npqq and Ωη2npqq, where qn ” η mod 4 and n “ 2r.
Consider Kη
2npqq first. Take n “ 1, and remember the construction of a Sylow 2-subgroup of
GO2pqq as W » xu,wy, with u2
s “ w2 “ 1 and uw “ u´1 (2.2.2).
The Sylow 2-subgroup of K2pqq contained in W » xu,wy isW 1 » xv, wy, where v “ u2. It’s still
dihedral, but it has both the order and the exponent halved, being now 2s and 2s´1 respectively.
In particular:
v2
s´1 “ w2 “ 1, vw “ v´1. (8)
Put e “ uw, so that e P GO2pqqzK2pqq, e2 “ uuw “ 1 and W »W 1xey, where
ve “ v´1, we “ vw. (9)
From now on use e to denote
ˆ
e 0
0 12n´2
˙
P GO2npqqzK2npqq, which has order 2.
Theorem 2.9. Take Kη
2npqq, where n “ 2r (r ě 0) and qn ” η mod 4. Let 2s`1 ‖ q2 ´ 1,
E “ xey » C2, W 1 » xv, wy as in (8), ρ : E Ñ AutW 1 as in (9), and V “ xa, by » C2 ˆ C2.
Then a Sylow 2-subgroup of Kη
2npqq is isomorphic to the repeated twisted wreath product W 1r “
W 1 ≀tw V ≀tw . . . ≀tw Vlooooooomooooooon
r
, where the action of V on pW 1i q2 is given by px, yqa “ pxe, yeq and px, yqb “
py, xq for any x, y PW 1i .
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With this action, exppW 1rq “ 2 ¨ exppW 1r´1q, so that exppW 1rq “ 2r exppW 1q “ 2r`s´1. Indeed,
take for example vi PW 1i of maximum order, then
`pvi, 1q, b˘ PW 1i`1 has double its order.
Consider now Ωη
2npqq and PΩη2npqq “ Ω2npqq{Z, where Z “ xzy, and z “ ´12n is the centre of
Ω
η
2npqq, and again qn ” η mod 4.
For n “ 1 a Sylow 2-subgroup of Ωη
2
pqq is W 2 “ xvy, which has order and exponent 2s´1. This
time, W is not a split extension of T , so the inductive construction has to start from n “ 2.
Consider again e “
ˆ
uw 0
0 12n´2
˙
P GOη
2npqqzKη2npqq, and take
f “
¨
˝12 0 00 w 0
0 0 12n´4
˛
‚P Kη
2npqqzΩη2npqq.
F “ xe, fy is then a non-cyclic group of order 4 with trivial intersection with Ω2npqq. For n “ 2,
one may take W 2 “ xd, g, h, ky, where
d “
ˆ
u 0
0 u´1
˙
, g “
ˆ
u 0
0 u
˙
, h “
ˆ
0 12
12 0
˙
, k “
ˆ
0 w
w 0
˙
.
In particular,
d2
s´1 “ g2s´1 “ z, z2 “ h2 “ k2 “ 1, dh “ d´1, gk “ g´1, (10)
rd, gs “ rd, ks “ rh, gs “ rh, ks “ 1.
which means that W 2 is a central product of two dihedral groups of order 2s`1, and xzy is the
centre of W 2. Then, the action of F on W 2 is given by
de “ g´1, ge “ d´1, he “ gk, ke “ dh, (11)
df “ g, gf “ d, hf “ k, kf “ h.
Theorem 2.10. Take Ωη
2npqq, where n “ 2r (r ě 1) and qn ” η mod 4. Let 2s`1 ‖ q2 ´ 1,
F “ xe, fy » C2ˆC2, W 2 » xd, g, h, ky as in (10), ρ : F Ñ AutW 2 as in (11), and V “ xa, b, cy »
C2 ˆ C2 ˆ C2.
Then a Sylow 2-subgroup of Ωη
2npqq is isomorphic to the repeated twisted wreath product W 2r “
W 2 ≀tw V ≀tw . . . ≀tw Vlooooooomooooooon
r´1
, where the action of V on pW 2i q2 is given by px, yqa “ pxe, yeq, px, yqb “
pxf , yf q, and px, yqc “ py, xq for any x, y PW 2i .
Again exppW 2r q “ 2 ¨ exppW 2r´1q, so the exponent is exppW 2r q “ 2r´1 exppW 2q “ 2r`s´2.
Here, passing from Ω2npqq to PΩ2npqq requires to replace W 2 with W 2{xzy in the construction.
This lowers the exponent when r “ 1, but it’s irrelevant since PΩ`
4
pqq is not simple and PΩ´
4
pqq »
PSL2pq2q is already studied elsewhere. For r ą 1 the exponent doesn’t change, take for example
r “ 2: d and g have order 2s´1 since in the projective group z “ 1.
Then x “ `pd, 1q, ac˘ P pW 2{xzyq2 has order 2s, indeed:
x “ `pd, 1q, ac˘,
x2 “ `pd, 1qp1, deq, 1˘ “ `pd, g´1q, 1˘,
x3 “ `pd, 1qpg´e, deq, ac˘ “ `pd2, g´1q, ac˘,
x4 “ `pd, 1qpg´e, pdeq2q, 1˘ “ `pd2, g´2q, 1˘,
x2
s´1 “ `pd2s´2 , g´2s´2q, 1˘,
x2
s “ `pd2s´1 , g´2s´1q, 1˘ “ `p1, 1q, 1˘.
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2.3 Sylow p-subgroups in characteristic p
This case is completely solved by corollary 0.5 of [8], which in our situation can be simplified in
the following way:
Theorem 2.11. Let G be a classical group defined over a field of characteristic p. Then the
exponent of a Sylow p-subgroup of G is min t pa | pa ą c´ 1 u, where c is the Coxeter number of
G.
Note that the original proof of this theorem depends upon the classification of the conjugacy
classes of unipotent elements, which requires p to be “good” prime. The result still holds in general,
thanks to the extension of Bala-Carter Theorem due to Duckworth [4].
3 The infinite families
This section covers the remaining four infinite families pG,Mq where M “ NGpHq and pG,Hq are
as in the following table:
G H Remarks
PSp2mpqq Ω´2mpqq m, q even
PΩ2m`1pqq Ω´2mpqq m even, q odd
PΩ`
2mpqq Ω2m´1pqq m even
PSp4pqq PSp2pq2q
Table 2: The cases (a)-(d) of Table 1.
The idea is to compare the exponents of the Sylow p-subgroups of G and H using the results
in the previous section, and check exppMq when exppGq ‰ exppHq. The Sylow p-subgroups of G
and H obtained with the constructions presented in the previous section will be called SG and SH
respectively if there could be any ambiguity. Recall also the notation: if p ffl q then e “ ordppqq
and qe “ 1` prx with px, pq “ 1.
Proposition 3.1. PSp4pqq contains a subgroup with the same exponent if and only if the charac-
teristic of the underlying field is different from 3. An example of such a subgroup is PSp2pq2q¸C2.
Proof. Consider first p odd, p ffl q. Since p ‰ 2, the degree of the groups is too small to require a
wreath product in the construction of a Sylow p-subgroup: using the notation in 2.1.2, this means
that they are of the form G0 or G
2
0, so expppPSp4pqqq “ expppPSp2pq2qq “ pr.
Take now p “ 2 in odd characteristic. By (7) we have that exp2pPSp4pqqq “ 2a with 2a ‖ q2´1,
and exp2pPSp2pq2qq “ 2b´1 with 2b ‖ q4 ´ 1. But q4 ´ 1 “ pq2 ´ 1qpq2 ` 1q, so b “ a` 1.
Finally, if p | q then by (6)
expppPSp4pqqq “
#
expppPSp2pq2qq if p ‰ 2, 3
p ¨ expppPSp2pq2qq if p “ 2, 3
This means that the only problem is when the characteristic of the field is 2 or 3, so we consider
the normalizer PSp2pq2q ¸ C2, which is a maximal subgroup of PSp4pqq.
If q “ 3k, clearly exppPSp2pq2qq “ exppPSp2pq2q ¸ C2q “ 13 exppPSp4pqqq.
If q “ 2k we have exppPSp2pq2q ¸ C2q “ 2 ¨ exppPSp2pq2qq “ exppPSp4pqqq. Indeed, consider
the automorphism of Fq2 of order 2 given by σ : x ÞÑ x2k . The action of C2 onto PSp2pq2q is the
induced automorphism, which maps each entry of the matrix with its 2k-th power.
Recall that the upper unitriangular matrices form a Sylow 2-subgroup and take α P Fq2 , so
that x “
ˆˆ
1 α
0 1
˙
, σ
˙
P PSp2pq2q ¸ C2 has order 4 if α ‰ 1.
Proposition 3.2. PSp2mpqq with m ě 4 even and q even always contains a subgroup with the
same exponent. An example of such a subgroup is Ω´
2mpqq.
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Proof. Consider p “ 2: by (6), exp2pPSp2mpqqq “ min t 2a | 2a ą 2m´ 1 u and exp2pΩ´2mpqqq “
min t 2a | 2a ą 2m´ 3 u, so they’re different iff 2m ´ 3 ă 2a ď 2m ´ 1 for some a. This would
imply 2a´1 “ m´ 1, but m is even and m ě 4 so it can’t occur.
Take now p odd, then SG is isomorphic to a Sylow p-subgroup of Sp2mpqq and SH to a Sylow
p-subgroup of SO´2mpqq. There are essentially two different situations, depending on
`
p, qm ` 1˘.
If p | qm`1, a Sylow p-subgroup of SO´2mpqq is isomorphic to a Sylow p-subgroup of SO2m`1pqq:
• if e is even, SH and SG are Sylow p-subgroups of GL2m`1pqq and GL2mpqq, respectively, so
they are isomorphic, otherwise we would have expppGL2m`1pqqq ă expppGL2mpqqq. Indeed,
notice that |GL2m`1pqq| “ |GL2mpqq| ¨ pq2m`1 ´ 1q, but e is even so p ffl q2m`1 ´ 1, and the
order of their Sylow p-subgroups is the same;
• if e is odd, SH is isomorphic to a Sylow p-subgroup of Sp2mpqq.
If p ffl qm ` 1, a Sylow p-subgroup of SO´2mpqq is isomorphic to a Sylow p-subgroup of SO2m´1pqq:
• if e is even, SH and SG are Sylow p-subgroups of GL2m´1pqq and GL2mpqq, respectively.
Since |GL2mpqq| “ |GL2m´1pqq|¨pq2m´1q, they have the same p-power part in the exponent,
unless p | qm ´ 1 and 2m “ epi (see (1)). This can’t happen, since p | qm ´ 1 implies e | m,
then 2pm{eq “ pi but p is odd;
• if e is odd, SH is a Sylow p-subgroup of Sp2m´2pqq. Like in the previous case, the exponent
may be different if 2m “ 2epi, but m is even while both e and p are odd.
Proposition 3.3. PΩ2m`1pqq with m ě 4 even and q odd always contains a subgroup with the
same exponent, unless pa “ 2m´1 for some a, where p is the characteristic of the underlying field.
An example of such a subgroup is Ω´
2mpqq.
Proof. exp2pPΩ2m`1pqqq “ exp2pΩ´2mpqqq follows immediately from (4) and (5).
Take now p odd, p ffl q. Since p is odd, SG is isomorphic to a Sylow p-subgroup of SO2m`1pqq and
SH to a Sylow p-subgroup of SO
´
2mpqq. If p | qm` 1, a Sylow p-subgroup of SO´2mpqq is isomorphic
to a Sylow p-subgroup of SO2m`1pqq. If p ffl qm ` 1, it’s isomorphic to a Sylow p-subgroup of
SO2m´1pqq.
If e is odd, SH and SG are Sylow p-subgroups of Sp2m´2pqq and Sp2mpqq, respectively, so they
may not have the same exponent if 2m “ 2epi, but m is even while e and p are odd.
If e is even, SH and SG are Sylow p-subgroups of GL2m´1pqq and GL2m`1pqq, respectively.
They may not have the same exponent if 2m` 1 “ epi ` 1 (see (1)), but this can’t happen:
• if p | qm ´ 1, e | m and p is odd;
• if p ffl qm ´ 1, call e “ 2f so that m “ fpi and q2f ” 1 mod p. Now qm ” qfpi ” qf ”
˘1 mod p, which means that either p | qm ´ 1 or p | qm ` 1, contradiction.
Finally, consider p | q. By (6), expppPΩ2m`1pqqq “ min t pa | pa ą 2m´ 1 u and expppΩ´2mpqqq “
min t pa | pa ą 2m´ 3 u, so they’re different iff 2m´ 3 ă pa ď 2m´ 1, i.e. pa “ 2m´ 1, for some
a. If that happens, expppPΩ2m`1pqqq “ p ¨ expppΩ´2mpqqq.
NPΩ
2m`1
pqqpΩ´2mpqqq “ K´2mpqq. Indeed, it’s known that GO´2mpqqˆGO1pqq » GO´2mpqqˆC2 is
a maximal subgroup of GO2m`1pqq. Taking the kernel of the determinant and of the spinor norm,
we get that K´
2mpqq “ Ω´2mpqq.2 is a maximal subgroup of Ω2m`1pqq “ PΩ2m`1pqq, and the only
one containing Ω´
2mpqq.
Since the formula in (6) depends only on the “type” of group, in this case orthogonal, then
expppK´2mpqqq “ expppΩ´2mpqqq for p | q, therefore PΩ2m`1pqq doesn’t contain a subgroup with the
same exponent if pa “ 2m´ 1.
Proposition 3.4. PΩ`
2mpqq with m ě 4 even always contains a subgroup with the same exponent.
An example of such a subgroup is Ω2m´1pqq.
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Proof. If q is odd, exp2pPΩ`2mpqqq “ exp2pΩ2m´1pqqq follows immediately from (4) and (5).
If p | q, expppPΩ`2mpqqq “ expppΩ2m´1pqqq follows from (6) since c “ 2m´ 2 for both groups.
Take now p odd, p ffl q. Since p is odd, SG is isomorphic to a Sylow p-subgroup of SO`2mpqq
and SH to a Sylow p-subgroup of SO2m´1pqq. If p ffl qm ´ 1, a Sylow p-subgroup of SO`2mpqq is
isomorphic to a Sylow p-subgroup of SO2m´1pqq. If p | qm´1, it’s isomorphic to a Sylow p-subgroup
of SO2m`1pqq, and the situation is the same as in the proof of 3.3.
4 Alternating Groups
As described in [5], if the alternating group An contains a subgroup M with the same exponent,
then Ak EM ď pSk ˆ Sn´kq XAn. From now on, suppose k ě n´ k, i.e. k ě n{2. Our claim is
Proposition 4.1. The alternating group An (n ě 5) doesn’t contain a subgroup with the same
exponent iff either n “ 10, n “ pr with p odd prime, or n “ pf ` 1 where pf is a Fermat prime.
Consider p ď n odd, then expppAnq “ pt, where pt ď n ă pt`1: take for example a pt-cycle.
If n “ pt then expppMq ď expppSk ˆSn´kq “ expppSkq ă pt, since k ă n. Conversely, if n ‰ pt
we can take k “ n´ 1 and get expppAn´1q “ expppAnq.
Consider then p “ 2. Since a 2t-cycle doesn’t belong to An, an element of maximal even order
needs at least another disjoint transposition, which implies that exp2pAnq “ 2t where 2t`2 ď n ă
2t`1` 2. If n ‰ 2t` 2 then exp2pAn´1q “ exp2pAnq. Conversely, if n “ 2t` 2 then take k “ n´ 2
and get exp2pAnq “ exp2ppSn´2 ˆ S2q XAnq.
Therefore:
• if n ‰ pr and n ‰ 2r ` 2, then exppAnq “ exppAn´1q;
• if n “ pr, then An can’t have a subgroup with the same exponent;
• if n “ 2r ` 2 and n ‰ ps ` 1 for any p odd, then exppAnq “ expppSn´2 ˆ S2q XAnq;
• if n “ 2r ` 2 and n “ ps ` 1 for some p odd, then An can’t have a subgroup with the
same exponent, since M ď pSn´2 ˆ S2q X An and M ď An´1 imply M ď An´2, hence
expqpMq ă expqpAnq for both q “ 2 and q “ p, as seen above.
In particular, An doesn’t contain a subgroup with the same exponent if and only if either n “ pr
with p odd prime, or n “ 2r ` 2 “ ps ` 1 with p odd prime.
This last condition is realized when 2r ` 1 “ ps. If s “ 1, then 2r ` 1 is a prime number iff it’s
a Fermat prime (r “ 1 is irrelevant since n ě 5). If s ą 1, the only possibility is r “ p “ 3 and
s “ 2, i.e. n “ 10, thanks to Mihăilescu’s theorem [7].
5 Other groups
This section covers all the remaining pairs pG,Mq deduced from [5]. Since here the possible M are
explicitly listed, they can be studied computationally to get the following result:
Proposition 5.1. Consider the pairs pG,Mq in Table 1 not labelled (a)-(e). The only pairs which
have exppGq “ exppMq are the following:
pHS,M22q, pM12,M11q, pM24,M23q.
Proof. Most of the cases can be easily computed (we used GAP), the results are shown in Table 3
below. Therefore HS, M12, M24 have a subgroup with the same exponent, and the others don’t,
since the listed subgroups are maximal.
Notice that some pairs pG,Mq aren’t included because M missing from the ATLAS database
(i.e. there isn’t an explicit set of generators to make computations with):
pU4p2q, 24 ¸A5q, pL6p2q, 25 ¸ L5p2qq, pPΩ`8 p2q, 26 ¸A8q.
They can all be excluded using the same argument: call M “ 2k¸H , then exppGq “ 3 ¨n ¨ exppHq
where n “ 1, 2. Then it’s clear that exppMq is also missing a factor 3, since M is obtained by
taking the semidirect product of H with a 2-group.
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G exppGq M exppMq
A6 60 L2p5q 30
U3p3q 168 L2p7q 84
U3p5q 840 A7 420
U4p2q 180 S6 60
U4p3q 2520 L3p4q 420
A7 420
U5p2q 3960 L2p11q 330
U6p2q 27720 M22 9240
PSp4p7q 4200 A7 420
Sp6p2q 2520 S8 840
PΩ`
8
p2q 2520 A9 1260
G2p3q 6552 L2p13q 546
2
F4p2q1 3120 L2p25q 780
M11 1320 L2p11q 330
M12 1320 M11 1320
M24 212520 M23 212520
HS 9240 M22 9240
McL 27720 M22 9240
Co2 1275120 M23 212520
Co3 637560 M23 212520
Table 3: Exponent evaluation for the remaining cases of Table 1.
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